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1. Our Stance 
 
We support the regulation of will writing, but only if there is hard evidence that: 
 

a) Large number of consumers are receiving unacceptably poor levels of service; and 
 

b) The consequences to consumers of that poor service are sufficiently serious to warrant protection; and 
 

c) Regulation will remedy (a) and (b) above; and 
 

d) Regulation will not stifle the benefits consumers are enjoying from the innovation being introduced into what 
appears to be, this issue aside, a very successful unregulated market. 

 
In the absence of the said compelling hard evidence then we do not support regulation, since there is often a negative 
aspect to its introduction:  
 

 Increased costs for consumers 

 The lack of motivation on the part of “protected” practitioners to innovate and strive for better client care 

 Limitation of consumer choice 

 A reduction in the accessibility of services and the introduction of unwarranted complication and stress 
into the working lives of practitioners 

  
Further, we suspect that the Legal Services Panel, the Legal Services Board, front-line regulators and the legal sector 
itself has a finite capacity to consider, introduce and maintain regulatory schemes.  The sector has already been sorely 
tested by a decade of unremitting change.  It would seem to us to be a mis-prioritisation to further consume that 
capacity on will writing if the evidence shows at best only a marginal problem. 
 
If regulation is justified then we favour regulation of the process and not the practitioners.  
 
We think this approach proportionate and sufficient. It would also negate the need to create a new dedicated 
regulator(s) since it would be policed by existing consumer protection mechanisms such as trading standards. It would 
also allow consumers to access the numerous tried, tested and understood consumer protection mechanisms such as 
www.consumerdirect.gov.uk and Citizens Advice.  
 
We applaud the start already made down this track with the OFT Consumer Code for will writers. Further, if handled as 
a normal consumer protection issue then existing agencies are much more likely to help.  Agencies such as Citizens 
Advice will be much less willing or able to intercede in disputes they consider to be specialist complaints about (to 
them) arcane professional misconduct. 
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2. Definition 
 
We define individuals who offer legal services as paralegals if they are not: 
 

a) One of the eight groups of lawyers recognised under the Legal Services Act 2007 
 

b) Recognised overseas lawyers 
 
We define paralegal law firms as commercial entities (including sole practitioners) offering legal advice and/or 
assistance without the involvement of the above-said ‘group of eight’/overseas lawyers. 
 
It is our view that will writing companies are paralegal law firms employing paralegals.  
 

3. Do we think there is a problem that warrants Panel consideration? 
 
Yes.  However we have yet to see evidence to suggest that will writing is any more problematic than other areas of 
paralegal practice, or that the level of complaints about will writers exceeds the level of complaints about solicitors who 
write wills. 
 
We have found the debate thus far to be a little cloudy.  Some arguments put forward are that will writing is one area 
of legal practice unusually prone to consumer dissatisfaction and thus needing to be tackled for that reason. Other 
arguments claim that will writing is an activity so important to society that it should be a regulated activity regardless of 
the level of dissatisfaction.  Things blur when the two arguments are merged and, like the BBC did in its Panorama 
programme, the pitch seems to be that the very existence of consumer dissatisfaction proves the need for regulation.   
 
We would prefer a more objective and forensic consideration. 
 
Our view is that will writing is not a legal service in need of special intervention in the way that, say, criminal litigation 
is, or the provision of advice to the mentally ill during mental health review tribunal hearings.  Even if will writing were 
classified as such, we would be wary of changing the current structure unless there was hard evidence of significant 
problems – i.e. if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. This is not a cavalier attitude. As mentioned above, regulation tends to 
increase costs for consumers and can burden practitioners to the point where they cease to offer any service at all - as 
is the case right now where solicitors are emigrating wholesale from many practice areas considered only marginally 
profitable.  
  

4. Our knowledge of this issue 
 
We are a representative body, not a regulatory one.  However, in the absence of a regulator, many complaints about 
paralegals and paralegal law firms get directed to us.  Not only do we hear direct from members of the public, but 
complainants are regularly directed to us by other organisations including the Solicitors Regulation Authority; Ilex, the 
Ministry of Justice’s claims management division and the Law Society.  We also receive enquiries/complaints from 
solicitors concerned about the actions of paralegals. 
 
We always try and assist regardless of whether or not the paralegal or paralegal law firm in question is a member. 
 
As a result we think we have a better insight than most as to the type of complaints made by the public and other legal 
professionals about individual paralegals/paralegal law firms that undertake will writing business. 
 
That said, we would stress that the total number of complaints is not large, nor is it out of line with the number of 
complaints received about the activities of paralegals/paralegal law firms in other practice areas.  We do not keep 
statistical records of the number of complaints we receive.  However we can tell you that the number is not large, and 
certainly not sufficient for us to be able to claim any statistical validity as a result of them.   
 
Therefore these comments must be treated as relatively anecdotal.  That said, we cannot identify any factors which 
would make complaints to us in any way abnormal or skewed, and thus there must at least be a fair chance that they 
are representative of will writing complaints in general. 
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The complaints received by us fall into three broad categories:  
 

i) Misalignment between the estimate originally given and the final cost 
 

ii) Quality of service during the collection of information phase, or later as a result of that phase (we have 
received some complaints about the quality of wills written, but the faults appear to have been as the result of 
poor or insufficient information given to the will writer by an independent agent (see below)  

 
iii) An overly aggressive sales pitch 

 
5. What we think is the main problem 

 
All three complaint categories above relate to point of sale. 
 
It is a common practise in the will writing industry for will writing companies to work with independent agents who are 
paid solely on commission.     
 
The independent agents are the ones who locate the clients, take instructions and related the client’s wishes/needs to 
the will writers. 
 
The dangers inherent using commission-driven independent agents have been addressed in great detail in the various 
studies of pre-regulation independent financial advisers.  We also note that same problems are cropping up right now 
with claims management companies who are also commission driven.   
 
The problem is always the same: the agent works independently, usually from home and unless he/she has a very 
strong self-inculcated sense of professional ethics, is strongly motivated to do and say what needs to be done to close 
the sale and get paid.  The need to close enough sales to earn a living wage has been shown to motivate salespeople, 
even otherwise honest ones, to say inaccurate things, or omit to say essential things.  Regrettably, this appears to be 
common human nature.   
 
Once the process is subverted at the point-of-sale/taking instructions then it is almost impossible to rectify it, and will 
writing companies will not necessarily be in a position to even know there is a problem. 
 
As a consequence we believe that even if intensive practitioner regulation and training is introduced, it will not actually 
address the problem if the commission driven system is allowed to remain in place. We feel that ending the 
commission-driven system will remove the main source of consumer dissatisfaction. 
 
In our experience, where the problem has been with the will writing company and not the independent agent, the 
company has been run by more ambitious independent agents searching for a bigger slice of the pie by cutting out the 
professional will writing company and doing the whole thing themselves.   
 
Unfortunately, as owners they brought with them the aggressive sales-person’s myopic corner-cutting, sales-obsessed 
mentality.  As graphically illustrated in the BBC’s Panorama programme, these people are not professionals and have no 
interest in conforming to professional standards.  They are rogues and would remain so regardless of regulation.  
Accordingly they should be treated separately in the debate about the profession generally and its general standards - 
after all, the absolute mountain of regulation governing solicitors does not stop a significant number of dishonest 
activities by that profession, year in, year out.   
 

6. The regulation we favour 
 
If regulation is required then we recommend that practitioners remain unregulated but that lessons be learned from 
other areas and that will writing services be subject to mandatory good practice provisions such as: 
 

a) A cooling-off period 
 

b) At point-of-sale will writers provide mandatory information in plain English to tackle typical misinformation  
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c) The client’s requirements/instructions must be recorded in writing and signed by the client 
 

d) The will writer’s advice is given in writing and the clients sign that they understood the advice 
 

e) Potential customers be directed to a specified website which gives helpful plain English advice to people 
looking to have a will written and – crucially - gives advice about how much should be paid and when and to 
whom and for what 

 
We suspect that the will writing representative bodies would be willing to create and maintain such an impartial, 
consumer-orientated site.  We ourselves are happy to undertake to do that should the others demure.  
 
Above all, though we think that consideration should be given to banning the use of commission-driven independent 
agents to generate business and gather initial instructions. 
 

7. About us  
 
We are a not-for-profit, government recognised, professional body for non-lawyer legal practitioners.   
 
In the absence of general regulation for paralegals we are working to put in place a voluntary framework to encourage 
professionalism and high standards. This includes: 
 

- Publishing competency standards vetted by the Solicitors Regulation Authority 
 

- Publishing paralegal law firm management best practice guides (and compliance certification thereof) 
 

- Establishing paralegal apprenticeships 
 

- Working with diversity and access bodies 
 

- Encouraging paralegal involvement in pro bono initiatives 
 

- Creating a Paralegal code of conduct 
 

- Undertaking wide-ranging work on careers advice for school and college leavers 
 

- Creating a recognised career path 
 

- Collaborating on the creation of a national qualifications framework 
 

- Creation of a free-to-use central registry of paralegal practitioners 
 

- Advising government and the public on paralegal issues (e.g. we have taken enquiries from the CPS; British 
Transport Police; IPCC; Criminal Records Bureau; Commissioner for Public Appointments; Prison Service; 
Ministry of Justice; MI5; Ministry of Defence and UK Trade & Investment) 

 
Our membership is open to all paralegals and would-be paralegals.  At present, we have approximately 100 individual 
members engaged in will writing activities and circa ten corporate members active in this sector.  We are not currently 
accepting new applications for corporate membership until we bring in the said paralegal law firm management best 
practice guides. 
 
We would welcome the opportunity to be involved in the debate going forward should regulation be considered 
appropriate and the opportunity to potentially be involved in that regulation. 
 

8. The BBC Panorama programme 
 
We do not think this program should in any way feature in the decision taking process (although we acknowledge that 
it is part of the general debate). 
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The programme was inaccurate and deliberately misleading.  It was entertainment, not investigative journalism.  Those 
involved were given predetermined roles: will writers were portrayed as pantomime villains, and solicitors as shining 
heroes.  In our letters of complaint to both the BBC and the programme editor we invited them to create a list of 
examples where something positive was said about will writers, and something negative about solicitors.  Both lists 
would be blank.  We have been in contact with the will writing company whose offices were visited.  They have a list of 
complaints about factual inaccuracies where the BBC appears to have made a deliberate choice to misrepresent the 
situation so it would better support their pre-determined story arc. 
 
What we challenged was the programme’s unsupported insinuation that because some will writers are rogue 
practitioners and the industry is unregulated, it therefore follows that the majority of will writers are rogues.  In our 
experience this is wholly inaccurate. 
 

9. Volume of complaints and proportionality 
 
Our fear is that bringing will writing into the current regulatory framework (i.e. focusing on practitioners, not process) 
would be the proverbial sledgehammer used to crack a nut.   
 
The question we hope that your evidence-based investigation will address is exactly how many complaints there are, 
and whether full-blown regulation would reduce them sufficiently to warrant such regulation (and the inevitable 
reduction of access to service and rising cost of those services). 
 
We have already mentioned above that we think full-blown regulation would end up regulating the wrong people.  
There is also the question of how effective regulation would be. 
 
According to the Legal Complaints Service (LCS) there were circa 14,000 formal complaints lodged against solicitors last 
year.  The LCS has confirmed that the vast majority of complaints related to the circa 85,000 solicitors in private 
practice, giving a rough individual complaint rate of 15% (covering all areas of practice) - which, in itself, is worryingly 
high.  
 
However, the picture is worse than that, because if one talks in terms of firms, then there are perhaps 9,250 relevant 
solicitors firms (if one goes by size - i.e. high street type solicitors firms likely to be used as an alternative to will 
writers). This gives an annual complaint rate of 66%. 
 
That is an extremely high figure!  We also fully acknowledge that it is a very rough-and-ready calculation, and is used 
merely to illustrate a point rather than provide hard statistical data.  
 
In fact the 66% figure, horrible though it is, is not even a true indicator of consumer dissatisfaction, given that it does 
not factor in the complaints handled directly by the solicitors firms themselves, so not referred to the LCS. 
 
What the rough-and-ready 66% figure does tell us is that full-blown regulation is not an obvious panacea.  After more 
than two decades of enforcement of a highly complex training, monitoring, registration, and conduct enforcement 
scheme for solicitors, complaints continue to run at a very high level.  
We cannot ignore the cost to practitioners. Right now good quality practitioners are leaving the solicitors profession – 
often against their will. 
 
It could be argued that the fact that the regulatory regime involving solicitors is now so determinedly pro-consumer is 
the cause of sky-high professional indemnity insurance rates.  
 
As a result of these rates circa 5% of solicitors firms this year alone has been unable to get insurance – they will almost 
certainly cease business.  Who does this benefit?  The cost of that insurance is passed on to consumers. It also makes 
solicitors even more risk adverse, thus further stifling their innovation.  Is forcing will writers down the same path really 
going to be helpful?  We feel that the case for regulation would have to be extremely strong. 
 
Yet if the intention were to introduce a less intense regulatory system for will writers, on what basis could it be 
expected to produce better results in terms of consumer satisfaction than the solicitors scheme? 
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In conclusion, unless Panel research shows that complaints against will-writers exceed the number of complaints 
against solicitors then we query what advantage practitioner-oriented regulation will confer.  Every service industry has 
its nub of incompetent, lazy and/or dishonest practitioners.  Regulation does not remove that unfortunate reality.   
 

10. Consumer protection 
 

We do not have a remit to speak for the will writing industry.  We are against regulation unless there is a proven need. 
If there is such a proven need then we are for it – but only if it will actually make a difference.  What we are concerned 
about is the seeming prevalence of self-serving anecdotal ‘evidence’ put forward by both the pro-and anti-regulation 
camps.   
 
An assumption we sometimes encounter is that regulation automatically improves the position of consumers.  The 
corollary of that stance is that anyone therefore not supporting regulation is in favour of business ripping-off 
consumers.  We would prefer a more nuanced approach! 
 
The will writing industry exists, and is growing so rapidly, for three reasons: 
 

i) Many people do not want to use a solicitor to write their will.  There is an abiding distrust of solicitors. Even 
today we regularly hear horror stories of poor customer service, poor quality work and persistently high charges (it 
remains a cause of concern that many solicitors’ firms still calculate their hourly charge out rates upon the amount 
of salary they want to receive at the end of the year rather than the value of the job in front of them, or the client’s 
ability to pay). 
 
In contrast, will writers are usually much more affordable than solicitors and there is no evidence that they care 
less about the quality of service they give to their clients. 
 
ii) Prior to the formation of will writing companies it was really only solicitors who offered will writing services.  
As a de facto monopoly they arguably ran the service to suit themselves, rather than clients.  For example many 
working people find it difficult to take time off work to see a solicitor, but solicitors rarely stay open late or open at 
weekends.  Similarly, many people wanting wills written are elderly or infirm or ill, and thus cannot easily attend at 
a solicitor’s office - but solicitors routinely charge for the cost of travelling to and from a client's home, thus 
pushing the cost beyond reach.  Also, solicitors are largely passive in how they promote their services – i.e. they 
wait for clients to come to them. All of these things contribute to the dismally low level of wills written. 
 
In contrast, will writers visit clients out of office hours and at weekends, and do not normally charge for that 
service.  They are innovative in the way that they encourage people to take out a will and avoid the problems of 
dying intestate. 
 
iii) The majority of the population have a small amount of assets and want them bequeathed in a straightforward 
manner.  Whether it is just perception or reality, many people do not think their circumstances warrant the 
involvement of a solicitor. 
 
These consumers appear much more comfortable using the services of will writers. 

 
In conclusion, looking at the broader picture, the will writing services offered by many solicitors were, and remain, 
either unattractive and/or unaffordable.  This has resulted in the majority of the population not having a will.  The 
market appears to be correcting that inefficiency through allowing will writers to offer cheaper and more innovative 
services.  
 
Unless there is clear and compelling evidence of widespread failure of quality or failure of professionalism (neither of 
which we have seen evidence of) it then becomes an issue of whether the rump of problem practitioners at the tail end 
of the classic Bell curve are so problematic that regulation needs to be instituted for all practitioners (at the risk of 
stifling the very innovation and cost savings that consumers are currently enjoying).  We also refer back to our earlier 
point that the solicitors profession has shown that even with heavy and prolonged regulation, the rump of problem 
practitioners at the tail end the Bell curve do not go away.  
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We find it interesting that solicitors have responded to the encroachment of paralegal law firms in a number of sectors, 
including will writing, by demanding that they too be regulated.  The argument is that solicitors cannot complete on a 
level playing field because the cost and administrative "drag" of regulation means they cannot offer a similarly 
competitively priced service.  We think it would be highly regrettable if the notion of a level playing field was used to 
benefit the providers to the detriment of consumers. 
 
The current system gives consumers choice.  They can go to a fully regulated provider or they can use an unregulated 
provider.   
 

11. Balkanisation 
 
It seems to us that one of the great goals and benefits of the Legal Services Act 2007 is to introduce a growing 
consistency of best practice amongst regulated legal practitioners.  More has been done in the past three years to 
disseminate consistent best practice across front-line legal regulators that has been done in the last hundred years 
combined.  
 
It does seem odd to us that the goal of enhancing consumer protection through the promulgation of logical, consistent 
and harmonious regulatory regimes for qualified lawyers is not being followed for groups outside the remit of the Legal 
Services Act 2007.  Various bodies are involved: the Office of the Immigration Services Commissioner; the Ministry of 
Justice Claims Management division (the Compensation Act 2006 inadvertently captures many paralegal law firms); the 
Legal Services Commission; the Solicitors Regulation Authority for police station representatives, etc. Regrettably none 
of these organisations speak to each other and so each is developing its own autonomous ideas of standards, 
competencies, professional conduct requirements, entry qualifications, CPD obligations etc for the non-lawyer legal 
practitioners with whom they deal.  
 
We appreciate that this appears to be a separate topic requiring separate discussion.  However, we think it is very 
important to avoid fuelling this increasing Balkanisation of non-lawyer legal oversight.  We believe the Panel should 
consider the regulation of will writing companies only as part of a bigger debate about the growing legal sector beyond 
the walled garden of the Legal Services Act 2007. 
 
We attach, by way of example, a letter to the Legal Services Board about the need for the law to help consumers 
permitting paralegals to be involved in certain employment law disputes.  
 

12. Probate paralegals working for solicitors’ firms 
 
To an extent this is a continuation of the above issue.  Increasingly, we are finding that decisions are being taken based 
upon arbitrary job titles and not real issues such as competency.  This discussion is about what we would call paralegal 
law firms - non-solicitor law firms than engage in will writing work.  The assumption appears to be that the work of 
solicitors is already regulated. 
 
In fact whether or not it is sufficiently regulated in reality is very uncertain. 
 
Circa 44% of all fee earners in solicitors firms are paralegals.  On current estimates paralegal fee earners will outnumber 
solicitor fee earners in solicitors’ firms within a decade.  As the number of paralegals increases so does the complexity 
of the work they handle.  We have a number of members who, despite being paralegals, actually run whole 
departments within solicitors’ firms. 
 
Crucially, probate is one of the main areas in which paralegals are employed by solicitors, and one of the areas where 
they are given most autonomy.  As a result we regularly get feedback from members and others that they have no 
supervision from solicitors.  They handle their own cases and are client facing, yet their supervision is of the "call me if 
you have a problem” variety.  Very few of them have formal training.  Increasingly, they are being trained on the job by 
other paralegals. 
 
On what basis would the Legal Services Panel say that it is comfortable that probate paralegals working for solicitors 
firms are competent and properly trained and supervised?  The point we wish to make is that requiring regulation does 
not automatically produce a panacea.  The solicitors’ profession in theory has very significant regulation but when it 
comes to paralegal employees that regulation is almost entirely absent in many cases, save that the Solicitors 
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Regulation Authority has power to punish wrongdoers.  That is not a particularly good position to be in when it comes 
to consumer protection. 
 
Similar anomalies exist in other areas: the law says it is acceptable for paralegal prosecutors (CPS Associate 
Prosecutors) to conduct criminal prosecutions, but denies that choice to the defendant.  We appreciate this is beyond 
the remit of this connotation but we do think it important to highlight that this is a rather complicated area where a 
move to regulate will writing companies could give rise to unexpected consequences. 
 

13. Conclusions 
 

 We have yet to see any evidence that there are more complaints about un-regulated will writers than there 
are about regulated ones (solicitors). 
 

 Broad-brush discussions are hiding the fact that the majority of problems occur because of commission driven 
independent agents.  Existing general consumer protection legislation covering such things as prohibiting 
commission payments; introducing cooling off periods; providing mandatory information etc. could go a long 
way to dealing with the current problems without having to introduce a new regulator or regulatory structure. 

 

 We fear that extending the current regulatory template to the will writing industry will lead to a loss of 
innovation; higher prices and a return to the ineffectual and complacent practices so prevalent when solicitors 
were the sole providers of will writing services. 

 
We would be happy to expand upon any of these points at your request. 
 
James O'Connell 
Chief Executive 
Institute of Paralegals 
11

th
 October 2010 
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